
EXTENSIVELY  TESTED EASY  APPLICATION TRUSTED  RESULTS

DELIVERING ENHANCED HEALTHCARE DISINFECTION
Whether you need to disinfect the high-touch surfaces of patient carts or the sensitive surfaces of a 
NICU, SteraMist seamlessly integrates into and upgrades your process to let you limit liability and deliver 
peace-of-mind. Create a cleaner environment for patients, staff, and visitors by reducing the most 
common and dangerous microorganisms in healthcare facilities. Go beyond traditional disinfection.

D I S I N F E C T I O N  &  D E C O N T A M I N A T I O N

PROTECT YOUR HEALTHCARE FACILITY 
WITH STERAMIST® TECHNOLOGY

STERAMIST.COM 
800.525.1698

PROTECT FACILITY, PATIENTS, & PERSONNEL

H E A L T H C A R E

“[Steramist] only requires 
seconds to kill bacteria...  
We can place a room back  
into service faster knowing it’s 
safe for the next patient.”
- Bayhealth Hospital

“SteraMist is safe for all 
surfaces, including computers 
and soft furnishings, as well as 
for cleaning HVAC and duct 
systems...”
- St. Mary’s Medical Center

DISCOVER ENDLESS APPLICATIONS

• Compact for sites such as ASCs, SNFs, LTACHs
• Effective in high-risk areas such as ICU & pediatrics
• Easily reduce facility cleaners & costly overhead
• Ideal for pandemic & bio-terrorism preparedness
• Eliminate mold & spores caused by construction projects

TRAINING & SUPPORT INCLUDES:
APPLICATION SUPPORT: 
Ongoing Consultation, Staff Training, Equipment Rentals 
Initial Assessment, Protocol Development

EQUIPMENT SUPPORT:  
Equipment Maintenance, Calibration, Included 
One-Year Warranty with Optional Extension

From start to finish, taking it out of the closet to completing the room, it only takes about 10 minutes. 
[All] while still having the highest rating forreducing bloodstream infections. - Saint Francis Hospital



CENTRALIZED STORAGE

TOTAL DISINFECTION CART®
Mobile System & Accessory Storage 

Discover convenience that rivals the disinfection power 
of SteraMist with the Total Disinfection Cart.

Features a ventiliated stainless steel chassis, non-skid 
swivel caster wheels, high ground clearance, narrow 
profile, standing caution sign, and accessory hooks.

With centralized storage for your Surface Unit, 
applicators, PPE, sensors, and air scrubber, the Total 
Disinfection Cart makes it easier than ever to navigate 
around your healthcare facility.

PORTABLE DISINFECTION

STERAPAK®
Premium On-the-Go Portability

Place the power of SteraMist on your back and go 
wherever you’re needed with the SteraPak.

Deliver innovative disinfection without compromise using 
the most portable SteraMist unit yet. Features enhanced 

maneuverability, battery/direct power operation, and 
a compact BIT Solution cartridge to lighten your load 

further than ever before.

Never worry about inconsistent application or unreliable 
efficacy again with the SteraPak.

HANDHELD CONVENIENCE

SURFACE UNIT®
5-Second Application & Precision

The Surface Unit brings you handheld control with 
mobility to take on any healthcare site. 

Featuring an easy-to-store design, integrated accessory 
storage, and direct power functionality, the Surface Unit 
is designed to keep up with you throughout the busiest 
schedules with consistent, powerful results.

Let cutting-edge SteraMist disinfection technology take 
you and your team even further with the Surface Unit.




